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Discussion Points

Questions to keep in mind throughout

What type of discrimination does an audit study measure?

What is the policy relevance of the findings in KRW (2021)?

How is health equity similar to and different from employment discrimination?



YouTube video



Background

Illegal to discriminate in hiring on basis of race, sex, color, religion, and national origin

Large literature that uses audit studies to measure market-level averages of differences in 

contacts by race

Less literature documenting whether there is variation across firms

Paper: Do all firms discriminate a similar amount or are some firms really bad while most 

are okay?



Large audit study

Sample entry-level jobs from 100+ Fortune 50 firms

Apply to 125 geographically distinct jobs from each firm

8 applications to each job

Sample size: 84,000 application (20x Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004, 84x Button et al. 2021)

Massive

Experiment organized in 5 waves

Randomized: names, age, race

Main outcome variable is whether application was contacted or contact gap

Full data: application by job by firm level



Average effects (mean 30-day callback rate)

Black-white gap -0.0205 (0.0017)

Male-female gap 0.00064 (0.003)

Over 40-under 40 gap -0.0059 (0.003)

Average differences by race and age are statistically significantly different



Gaps by job task content (Δ𝑓𝑗 = 𝛽𝑓 + 𝛽1𝑋𝑗 + 𝑒𝑓𝑗)



Local prejudice matters for black-white gap



Smaller gaps at profitable firms, fed contractors, and centralized firms



Estimating distribution of firm fixed effects

Want to know population distribution of Δ𝑓

Let 𝑧𝑓 =
Δ𝑓

𝑠𝑓
and 𝜇𝑓 =

Δ 𝑓

𝑠𝑓
and normality 𝑧𝑓 ∣ 𝜇𝑓 ∼ 𝑁 𝜇𝑓, 1 , 𝜇𝑓 ∼ 𝐺𝜇

Spline and penalized MLE to recover ො𝑔𝜇 = 𝑑 𝐺𝜇

Deconvolution estimator of density

ො𝑔Δ 𝑥 = න𝑒−𝑡 ො𝑔𝜇 𝑒−𝑡𝑥 ො𝑔ln 𝑠 𝑡 𝑑𝑡



Heterogeneity in callback rates



Lorenz curve



Estimating firm-specific estimates

Observe Δ𝑓, want to know population Δ𝑓

Methods

Empirical Bayes

Linear Shrinkage

Main idea: observed gaps unbiased, but imprecise; can get more precise measure with EB or 

linear shrinkage



Contact gaps 



Gaps by industry



Policy relevance

Employment discrimination is illegal (Title VII of Civil Rights Act)

How can a regulator use this method to find discriminatory firms?

Outline regulator preferences that rely on experimental evidence of contact gaps to make 

decisions on which firms to investigate

Two types of preferences: care if gap is large, care if there is any gap

Main takeaway:

23 firms with posterior p-value < 0.05 that are likely to be discriminatory (see Table 9)

What is the best use of this information? 

Investigation

Information





Discussion

Regarding paper

Randomization of names vs. randomization of race

How important are differential contact rates matters for wage inequality or inequality on 

other measures?

Contact rates vs. actual hiring (discretion)

• Discrimination mechanisms?

Big picture 

What can audit studies pick up? What can they not pick up?

Audit studies pick up disparate treatment, not disparate impact



Relation to health equity

What are the barriers to health equity?

Discrimination a la audit study (disparate treatment)

Disparate impact

Supply vs. demand → may or may not have underlying discriminatory intent


